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independent contractor with the
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Student’s
therapy
records
returned
The UO says it has
given the rape accuser’s
confidential files back
to the counseling center
By Josephine
Woolington
The Register-Guard

painters each year to put its succession of whites, summer greens and
fall yellows down on canvas.
Dozens of couples a year tie the
knot under or near the cherry tree. In
the summer, vine rose archways lead
visitors directly to the tree — and the
petaled pathway often serves as the
bride’s grand entrance.
The people of Eugene are protective of their historic tree. They’ve
braced its massive lower branches
with large metal poles, and they’ve
strung cables to connect branches to

University of Oregon Provost Frances Bronet said Friday that the UO has returned
a student’s confidential therapy records to the UO Counseling and Testing Center.
In an email sent on Friday afternoon, Bronet said
that “all records at issue”
were returned and are “preserved and secured” by the
UO’s Counseling and Testing
Center on campus.
The 18-year-old student
who sought help at the counseling center said she was
raped by three UO basketball players last year.
Bronet’s announcement
followed national criticism
and debate about whether
universities should be able
to access confidential health
records under a federal student privacy law.
UO students, professors
and other employees lobbied
administrators to return the
records. The University Senate
last week unanimously passed
a motion — led by psychology
professor Jennifer Freyd —
urging the UO to return the
records and to strengthen and
clarify confidentiality guarantees for students who visit a
UO health clinic.
Bronet said she will form a
committee made up of licensed
therapists, faculty, general
counsel and staff to propose
new or clarified policies on
how medical and psychological
records for any university departments are maintained and
protected, and when records
may be released. The committee will share a draft of these
policies with the UO community next month, she said.
“I am grateful for the advice and energy many members of our community have
brought and continue to bring
to this vital issue, and to our
many members of the (Uni-
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tree in the Owen Rose Garden on the first day of spring
and poles help brace the tree’s heavy branches.

ABLOOM

ns its springtime finery again
HERITAGE TREE

u To see the Oregon Heritage
Cherry Tree, stroll the circular path
through the Owen Rose Garden, 300
N. Jefferson St.
For more information, visit
bit.ly/1Hd0lGR

l
v

Cherry Tree is
Rose Garden.
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